Super Suds

works twice as fast as chips — prove it to yourself by this simple test

A soap that dissolves twice as fast as the speediest soap you ever saw!

“Impossible,” you say—unless you have tried Super Suds, the amazing new soap discovery—beads of soap!

Try Super Suds under the hardest conditions. Go into your own kitchen. Take down the package of chips you like best. Make the easy test we show above, and see for yourself how the tiny hollow beads of Super Suds dissolve faster and work better. In ten seconds—a perfect soap solution!

Why Super Suds is better

Super Suds is made by a revolutionary new process to dissolve instantly. It is unbelievably thin—four times as thin as chips—the thinnest soap ever made.

Every housewife knows how important it is to have a soap that dissolves well. And now, because of the thinness of Super Suds, you have a soap that dissolves instantly and completely.


New soap sweeps the country

Super Suds has taken the country by storm because it has brought women something new and something better.

Women by thousands have changed to Super Suds as they have learned how fine it is for laundry work, and for dishes, too.

Have you tried Super Suds yet? Please do. Full directions on every package, and a valuable Octagon coupon, too—our discount to you! Ask your grocer for Super Suds and he will hand you the giant red package—the biggest box of soap you ever saw for 10 cents.

BIGGEST box of soap for 10¢